Postnatal development of the rat organ of Corti. II. Hair cell receptors and their supporting elements.
The development of cochlear receptor cells and their supporting elements was studied by means of semi-thin and ultra-thin sections during the first postnatal weeks in the rat. The temporal and spatial patterns of the receptor cell development were investigated between the 4th and 24th days after birth. At approx. ten equidistant positions along the entire cochlear duct length of inner and outer hair cells, width of outer hair cell triad and stereocilia-length of the outer hair cells were quantitatively analyzed. Striking maturational changes take place before the 12th day after birth, that is, when the onset of hearing occurs. These changes are the formation of the tunnel of Corti, of the Nuel spaces, the appearance of filaments within the supporting elements and the change in cell shape of the hair cells. Between 4 days and 20 days after birth the maturation of outer hair cells is characterized by a decrease of organelles in the cytoplasm and establishment of the subsurface cistern. The quantitative analysis revealed a unique developmental pattern of the length of the outer hair cells, the width of the outer hair cell triad and the stereocilia length of the outer hair cells. Shortly after birth these structures have an almost constant size along the whole cochlear duct, but with increasing age the structures shorten at the cochlear base and enlarge at the apex. This pattern results in the establishment of a baso-apical gradient of the above mentioned structures. We assume that this baso-apical gradient is of central importance for the frequency representation.